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APARTHEID Ethnic Cleansing some provinces, the formation of sepa- 
rate school systems for Catholics and 
Protestants, are all examples of the prin- 
aple of separation being used as a device 
to reduce tension and maintain control. 
When South Africa introduced its sys- 
tem of African reserves (later called 
Bantustans or Homelands) it was fol- 
lowing a well established precedent in 
colonial history. The English "Pale" in 
France and Ireland, the partition of 
Ireland and later India (establishing 
Pakistan and later Bangladesh), and the 
division of Cyprus, all are examples of 

REFUGE the political application of the principle. 

What do the above words have in com- 
mon? From a sociological perspective, 
these are all actions, structures and insti- 
tutions associated with forcible isolation 
of people who are different. Because of 
the differences, they are perceived as 
having actual or potential conflicting re- 
lationships. Distancing is used to deal 
with the conflict. When separation is 
imposed by a dominant group upon a 
less powerful one, the conflict is only 
temporarily resolved. In the long run the 
oppositionis generally exacerbated. Res- 
titution and retribution may be delayed 
for generations, but the power struggle 
continues. 

It may seem shocking that apparently 
contradictory concepts such as "apart- 
heid" and "asylum" should be juxta- 
posed, yet they have much in common. 
Literally, the word "apartheid" simply 
means "aparthood" (cf. neighbour- 
heal)--that is, the separation of people 
into different areas. The term "asylum" 
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(literally meaning nonseizure) origi- 
nated with the church's refusal to allow 
wanted criminals and others sought by 
the authorities to be forcibly removed 
from the altar. Later the term was ap- 
plied to mental hospitals, sanitaria and 
other institutions, where anyone who 
might contaminate others, disturb the 
peace, or in some way come into conflict 
with the general public, could be kept 
apart. Totalitarian states have long used 
the device of exile or forable coniine- 
ment in prisons or hospitals as a means of 
dealing with dissidents and political en- 
emies. Thus "asylum" acquired a dual 
meaning. On the one hand, it is a way in 
which a more powerful or majority 
group segregates "others" who do not 
conform or who are seen as threatening. 
On the other hand, the asylum offers 
sanctuary and some protection for the 
minority or outcast, who might other- 
wise face the ultimate form of separa- 
tion, that is, death. 

The principle of separation as a 
means of social control is widely used 
and has a long history in Canada and 
elsewhere. The expulsion of the 
Acadians from the Maritirnes in 1756, the 
separation of Upper and Lower Canada, 
the creation of Indian reserves and, in 

The-so-calledit ethnic cleansing" of &as 
in former Yugoslavia is the latest 
example and one that comes close to 
genocide. Serbian, Croatian and Muslim 
peoples, who have lived together for cen- 
turies, are being separated by military 
force in an attempt to create homoge- 
neous ethno-religious areas, expanding 
the power and territorial control of 
fanatical nationalist leaders. Numerous 
civilian casualties and vast refugee 
movements are the result. 

Residential segregation by ethnicity 
and religion created the ghettoes of 
European cities and eventually led to the 
Holocaust. In the United States, the 
emergence of separate residential areas 
(black ghettos) and separate schools for 
blacks and whites is another example. In 
1954, the American Supreme Court 
found separate schools and colleges for 
Afro-Americans "inherently unequal" 
and therefore unconstitutional, but, 
despite busing, de facto residential and 
educational segregation have persisted. 
In some cases, electoral boundaries have 
been redrawn in order to emphasize 
ethnic homogeneity, thereby giving a 
spurious legitimacy to residential segre- 
gation. In determining the legitimacy of 
any case of ethnic segregation, it is neces- 
sary to consider the extent to which it is 
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voluntary, on both sides, or how far it is 
a result of coercion and domination by 
one group over another. The latter is 
nearly always the case. 

As far as immigration is concerned, 
the question is are we creating a system 
of global apartheid, based on discrimina- 
tion against migrants and refugees from 
poorer developing countries? Or are we 
simply acting rationally to protect the 
integrity of our social systems and har- 
monize our immigration policies? Will 
the emerging "new world order" ensure 
justice and equality of treatment for im- 
migrants and refugees, or will it create a 
system that gives privileges to some and 
deprives others of their rights? In order 
to determine whether it is accurate to 
describe present trends as contributing 
to "global apartheid," it is necessary to 
summarize the key elements in the South 
African experience concerning external 
and internal migration, in the context 
of state-legislated apartheid in that 
country. 

Apartheid in South Africa 
When the Nationalist party came to 
power in South Africa in 1948, building 
on existing forms of discrimination and 
segregation, it proceeded to create the 
system that came to be known as "apart- 
heid." In defending the South African 
Group Areas Act in 1951, then Resident 
Dr. Malan argued that it was essential to 
keep the groups apart in order to main- 
tain "racial peace" (Richmond 1961,81- 
137). An integral element of the system 
was the control of internal migration, 
combined with the selective immigra- 
tion to South Africa of people who were 
racially defined as "European." Forty- 
four years later, the system is gradually 
being dismantled, although South 
Africa is a long way from institutional- 
izing equality, democracy and racial 
integration. 

Apartheid failed for a number of rea- 
sons, among which were the internal 
contradictions and conflicts within the 
system itself. Revolutionary change 
could only be contained by the use of 
excessive force, with consequent loss of 
legitimacy in the eyes of the world and its 
own people. Internal resistance to op- 
pression was reinforced by pressure 

from outside the country. Externally im- 
posed economic sanctions were used to 
symbolize disapprovalof the regime and 
to provide leverage for reform. 

White South Africans are outnurn- 
bered by a ratio of six to one within the 
republic. They are an affluent and politi- 
cally dominant minority who enjoy a 
standard of living comparable to that of 
middle-class Canadians, while the ma- 
jority of the African population have av- 
erage incomes that are only one-tenth of 
those of whites. This inequality has been 
maintained by systemic discrimination 
beginning with the Labour Regulation Act 
in 1911 that regulated the recruitment of 
labour and the Native Lands Act of 1913, 
which created the "Reserves," later to be 
described as "Homelands," confining 
the African population to 13 percent of 

ble by the white inhabitants" and not a 
threat to "the language, culture or reli- 
gion of any white ethnic group," accord- 
ing to the minister of Immigration 
(Couper 1990). In fad, more than one 
million immigrants of European ethnic 
origin were admitted to South Africa 
between 1945 and 1985. At the same time, 
South Africa forced into exile many op- 
ponents of apartheid and hunted down 
Mozambican refugees who crossed the 
border, deporting those they caught 
(U.S. Committee for Refugees 1991,53). 

Notwithstanding thesemeasures, the 
South African economy is dependent on 
a supply of temporary workers both 
from within and outside the country. 
Agriculture, mining, manufacturing and 
domestic services all rely heavily on mi- 
grant workers. These are drawn from 

- -- - -- - 

As far as immigration is concerned, the question is are we 
creating a system of global apartheid, based on discrimination 

against migrants and refigeesmm poorer developing 
countries? Or are we simply acting rationally to protect the 

integrity of our social systems and to harmonize 
our immigration policies? 

the total area of the country. Subsequent 
legislation, up to and including the Abo- 
lition of Influx Control Act in 1986, regu- 
latedthe movement of people into urban 
areas. Other measures included the 
Blacks (Urban Areas) Consolidation Act in 
1945, the Population Registration Act in 
1950, which required everyone to carry 
racially-classified identification, the 
Group Areas Acts in 1950 and 1966, and 
the Prevention of Illegal Squatting Act in 
1951. Added to these were a series of 
measures entrenching the dominant eco- 
nomic and political power of the white 
population by denying full citizenship 
and the franchise, suppressing political 
opposition and restricting access to edu- 
cation and social rights (Adam 1979). 

The selective immigration of white 
settlers to South Africa was encouraged, 
in part to compensate for the demo- 
graphic imbalance between white and 
nonwhite and to provide a source of 
skilled manpower. An immigrant to 
South Africa had to be "readily assimila- 

neighbouring countries, such as Malawi, 
Mozambique and Zambia, as well as 
from the "Homelands," such as 
Transkei, Ciskei, etc. Suchmigrant work- 
ers were confined to separate townships 
or to hostels away from the white areas. 
A third of the black population is now 
urban, but has no security of tenure. In 
1981 it was estimated that 74,000 blacks 
commuted daily from "Homelands" 
into white areas to work, and a further 
1.5 million worked for longer periods as 
contract labourers (Glavovic 1987,47). 

The South African situation gives rise 
to numerous external refugees andinter- 
nally displaced persons. Opponents of 
apartheid were often obliged to flee to 
Swaziland or other neighbouring coun- 
tries to avoid persecution. Compulsory 
removal to "Homelands," factional dis- 
putes within Bantustans and between 
tribal groups, together with squatter 
camps made up of those seeking em- 
ployment, have created "internal refu- 
gees," whose numbers may range from 
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hundreds of thousands to millions 
(Mabin 1987, 80-85). Despite some 
changes to the system, it seems that cur- 
rent trends represent "relatively insig- 
nificant changes from past apartheid 
policies" (Robertson 1987, 116). Mean- 
while, the African National Congress is 
pressing the all-white government to 
introduce more radical reforms that will 
enable the nonwhite majority to partici- 
pate democratically in the political 
process. 

Racism outside South Africa 
However, as apartheid in South Africa is 

ing the system of apartheid on the 
nonwhite majority. As well as explicit 
racism and claims to "superiority," they 
include an obligation to limit intertribal 
conflict, the need to preserve ethnic iden- 
tity, expressions of religious fanaticism, 
the defence of existing cultural and social 
institutions, state security, the mainte- 
nance of law and order, preservation of 
economic privilege and the need to regu- 
late and manage population move- 
ments. These themes, which were 
constantly repeated by defenders of the 
South African system, are now recurring 
in the rhetoric of those who wish to re- 

violence in Germany in 1992, much of it 
instigated by neo-Nazi "skinheads," tar- 
geted towards asylum applicants, Gyp- 
sies and other foreigners, including long 
resident Turkish workers and theirfarni- 
lies. The govenunent reacted by propos- 
ing stricter controls over immigration 
and an amendment to the constitutional 
right to asylum. The Republican Party in 
Germany proposed mass repatriation of 
foreigners and the confinement of 
accepted refugees in camps away from 
cities. 

Immigration Controls 
gradually giving way to political reform strict immigration into western Europe, There is a worldwide trend towards 
and social change, the rest of the world North America and Australia. stricter immigration controls and at- 
appears tobe moving in a different direc- People in most countries exhibit an tempts to limit the flow of refugees and 
tion. In eastern and central Europe, fol- ambivalent attitude towards questions asylum applicants. It is part of a growing 
lowing the collapse of the Soviet empire, of race, ethnicity and migration. On the nostalgia for a simpler world in which 
nationalism and irredentism have re- one hand, the United Nations Sub-Com- people felt secure in homogeneous com- 
vived, causing wide- munities where 
spread violence. neighbours shared 
"Ethnic cleansing" . . . as apartheid in South @a is graduully giving way to "traditional" values. 
provides the ideologi- political reform and social change, the rest of the world It is also a reaction to 
cal rationale for civil the insecurity felt by 
war in the former YU- appears to be m ~ ~ i n g  in a digerent direction. many faced with a 
goslavia. The idea that rapidly changing 
only one dominant ra- globalsociety. This is 
cia1 or ethno-religious group should be mission on Prevention of Discrimination evident in the p w t h  of racismI xeno- 
allowed to occupy a particular territory and Protection of Minorities and the phobia, religious and ethnic conflict in 
is precisely the meaning of apartheid. Commission on Human Rights con- various countries, including those that 
When military force is used to bring demn apartheid and, on the other, they have traditionally been receptive to both 
about such territorial separation, killing note an upsurge in racism, discrimha- political and economic migrants. Politi- 
or displacing hundreds of thousands tion, intolerance and xenophobia in cally, it is expressed in the coordinated 
(possibly millions) of people in theproc- many parts of the world (Human Rights efforts of countries in western Europe, 
ess, it is no exaggeration to speak of Newsletter, October 1990andApril1991). North America and Australia to deter 
"apartheid." In Europe and North America neo-Nazi asylum applications and limit mass mi- 

Faced with the prospect of mass mi- and other right-wing extremist groups gration to these regions. There is a grow- 
gration from poorer to richer countries, are gaining support. Recent riots in Los ing fear in Europe concerning the 
from those where governmental systems Angeles and lesser outbreaks of violence possibility of mass migration from east 
have collapsed to those with more stable in Toronto serve to remind us how vola- to west and an equal concern about the 
political environments (and with huge ti1einterracialsituationsare.Publicopin- potential flow from south to north, in- 
refugee flows from Bosnia- ion surveys in many countries reveal a cluding those from Mahgreb territories 
Herzegovina) coordinated efforts are backlashagainst immigrationandgrow- of the southern Mediterranean and Af- 
being made to stem the potential flow ing support for reactionary political par- rica to France and Germany. 
into western Europe. The legislation ties. In France, the Front National, led by The reunification of East and West 
used and the regulative institutions cre- Jean-Marie Le Pen, mobilized 15 percent Germany reduced the Federal Republic 
ated have a remarkable similarity to of the popular vote in recent elections, of Germany's dependency on immi- 
those that South Africa adopted to con- and demonstrations against nonwhite grant workers while, at the same time, 
trol the movement of people from out- immigrant workers are a frequent event, leaving the country vulnerable to mass 
sideandwithinitsborders. Furthermore, as are antiracist marches (Singer 1991; migration from east and central Europe, 
the ideological justifications used to de- Husbands 1991). In Germany, a tenfold as well as from the former Soviet Union. 
fend these measures echo those adopted increase in racist attacks (from 200 to Under the German constitution, "ethnic 
by the dominant whiterninorityinSouth 2,386) was reported in 1991 (Cruz 1992). Germans," from wherever they may 
Africa to defend their actions in impos- There was a further escalation of ethnic come,haveprivilegedrightsofentryand 
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of citizenship, although long-time resi- 
dents of the country, who are not of Ger- 
man descent (including their children 
born in Germany) are denied similar 
privileges. Recently, new immigration 
legislation was introduced in Gennany 
that will severely restrict the number of 
asylum applicants accepted and allows 
the government to segregate them in 
camps. Britain introduced an asylum bill 
that will require refugees to be finger- 
printed, restrict access by asylum appli- 
cants to public housing, permit 
deportation when an asylum claim has 
been refused, and require airlines or 
other carriers to ensure that travellers 
have visas to enter or even to pass 
through the United Kingdom en route to 
another country. 

Notwithstanding the European Eco- 
nomic Communitfs abolition of inter- 
nal border checks in January 1993, 
Britain, Ireland and Denmark have ex- 
pressed reservations and indicated ex- 
ceptions. The U.K. intends to retain 
frontier controls for all non-EC nationals, 
including those entering Britainvia other 
EC countries. A limit of three months' 
stay willbe placedon non-U.K. nationals 
enteringthe country. Britain is one of the 
twelve European countries that signed 
the Dublin Convention in June 1990. 
Neither this, nor the related Schengen 
Agreement, have yet been ratified by all 
the countries involved, although their 
provisions are expected to come into 
force in 1993. 

Schengen and Dublin Conventions 

The Schengen Agreement was signed in 
1985 by Belgium, Denmark, France, Ger- 
many and Luxembourg. When the sub- 
sequent Dublin Agreement is ratified, it 
will apply to all twelve EEC members. 
The agreement provides that persons 
with valid documents, who can show 
that they have sufficient means to sup- 
port themselves during their stay and to 
return to their country of origin, will be 
allowed entry, but only if they are not 
considered a "threat to public policy, 
national security or international rela- 
tions of the Contracting Parties." Once 
admitted, they may travel freely within 
the EEC, subject to any limitations that 
Britain or other dissenting countries may 

impose. In order to enforce the regula- 
tions, the countries in question may take 
any necessary steps toverify documents, 
and may use mobile units to exercise 
surveillance at external borders. Every 
contracting party is obliged to supply the 
others with information concerning in- 
dividuals requesting admission (includ- 
ing asylum applicants) and this 
information may be computerized. 

As well as extending the provisions 
of the Schengen Agreement to all coun- 
tries in the EEC, the Dublin Convention 
also deals specifically with the question 
of asylum applicants and determines 
who is responsible for processing them. 
It reiterates the 1951 Geneva Conven- 
tion's definition of a refugee, as amended 
by the 1967 New York Protocol. In order 
of precedence, the state responsible for 
hearing an asylum application is either 
the one that issued a residence permit or 
an entry visa; when no visa is required, 

national policing and security. The Trwi 
Groupis anintergovernmentalbody that 
coordinates efforts to combat terrorism 
and organized crime. Among the meas- 
ures it has recommended, and that are 
being wide1 adopted, are uniform docu- F mentation o travellers, the fingerprint- 
ing of migrants and asylum applicants, 
the creation of a computerized database 
and information exchange on criminals, 
deported persons and persons non grata, 
training of police officers and border 
guards for surveillance, and the harmo- 
nization of legislation governing immi- 
gration and security measures at 
borders. 

It is probably not a coincidence that 
many of these measures have beenincor- 
porated into the new Canadian legisla- 
tion on immigration (Bill C-86). Canada 
is one of the sixteen states participatingin 
the Intergovernmental Consultations on 
Asylum, Refugee and Migration Policies 

Critics of the Schengen and Dublin agreement& note that there is 
no recognition of the growing numbers of cases of de facto 

humanitarian refigees, who may not meet the 
1951 Convention definition. 

the state that first admitted the person 
into the Community territory is respon- 
sible. The other states of the Community 
are bound by the decision of the one that 
processes the application. 

Critics of the Schengen and Dublin 
agreements note that there is no recogni- 
tion of the growing numbers of cases of 
de facto humanitarian refugees, who 
may not meet the 1951 Convention defi- 
nition. It is felt that the effect of visa re- 
quirements, entry regulations and 
carrier sanctions will be to deter or ex- 
clude many legitimate claimants and 
those trying to escape war-tom coun- 
tries. It will also increase the traffic in 
forged documents. Third country na- 
tionals (i.e., non-EEC citizens) resident in 
the EEC will find their right to travel and 
to work in other countries restricted. 
These agreements must also be consid- 
ered in the context of increasing coopera- 
tion, within and between European 
countries and others in matters of inter- 

in Europe, North America and Australia. 
Described as "informal," these consulta- 
tions enable governments to be kept in- 
formed of developments in other 
countries and facilitate the harmoniza- 
tion process. The participating states ac- 
knowledge the value of cooperation, 
endorse the principles established in the 
Dublin Convention, and seek to inten- 
s* cooperation in combatting illegal im- 
migration. The aim is to adopt a 
concerted approach that will alsoinclude 
the countries of eastern Europe, so that 
they will adopt policies that correspond 
with those in western Europe. 

Canada's new immigration Act ena- 
bles this country to harmonize its immi- 
gration law and practice with that of 
other countries. As in the McCarthy era 
in the United States, "guilt by associa- 
tion" with allegedly subversive organi- 
zations or a aiminal record, however 
minor, will be sufficient to exclude 
potential immigrants and asylum appli- 
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cants. Asylum applicants will be finger- 
printed and the use of forged documents 
will be grounds for exclusion. Immi- 
grants may be required to work in par- 
ticular places and to remain in such 
employment for two years after arrival, 
as if they were indentured. f3usiness im- 
migrants and investors will be given top 
priority for admission. Officials willhave 
greater control over numbers admitted 
annually in various categories. As at 
present, the extensive use of temporary 
employment visas will enable the gov- 
ernment to limit the number of people 
allowed to settle permanently. None of 
these measures, in themselves, appears 
particularly draconian. However, the 
combined effect will be to give consider- 
able advantage to the wealthy and well 

the Americas and Oceania are outnum- 
beredin the worldina ratio of four to one. 
This leads to fear that they will lose their 
power and territorial control, as the peo- 
ples of Africa and Asia restructure their 
economies and participate in a global 
postindustrial society where mass mi- 
gration is the norm. As the senior legal 
adviser to the UNHCRhas stated, wen if 
the developed countries "were prepared 
to betray the very values on which their 
societies are based, by building new iron 
curtah and Berlin Walls around their 
common territory, the human flood 
would still find its ways" (von 
Blumenthal1991). In other words, a sys- 
tem of global apartheid is bound to fail. 

What then is the alternative? The di- 
rector of the agency for Intergovernmen- 

Contmy to the view that economic growth will itseIfrernove the 
need for rnigmtion, it must be recognized that the emerging 

global economic and social system is one in which population 
movements will continue to increase &her than decline. 

educated over "your tired, your poor, 
your huddled masses yearning to 
breathe free." The delayed reaction of 
Canada and many other countries to the 
prolonged plight of refugees in Somalia 
and other regions of Africa, compared 
with the response to those in former Yu- 
goslavia, suggests that the "huddled 
masses" should preferably be white, if 
they are to receive much help at all. The 
United States (in the Bush and Clinton 
administrations) has applied a double 
standard in its treatment of Cuban as 
compared with Haitian asylum appli- 
cants. "Fortress Europe" is matched by 
"Fortress North America." 

Conclusion 

We are living in a global society, al- 
though we still lack effective world gov- 
ernrnentalinstitutions. Nevertheless, the 
most economically developed and afflu- 
ent countries are banding together to 
protect their privileged position in much 
the same way that Afrikaners and others 
of European descent sought to maintain 
their dominance in South Africa. Euro- 
peans and those of European descent in 

tal Consultations echoes the view of 
many experts that uncontrolled, large- 
scale international migration threatens 
social cohesion, international solidarity 
and peace (Widgren 1991). Coordinated 
efforts to deter irregular movements, 
encourage voluntary repatriation, har- 
monize immigration and asylum poli- 
cies, and promote economic 
development in the Third World are seen 
as essential. But the economic, political 
and social costs of effective measures to 
deal with root causes are enormous. 
They would involve long-term develop- 
mental assistance, large-scale planned 
migration and concerted efforts to pro- 
mote human rights and equality, in send- 
ing and receiving countries alike. 
Contrary to the view that economic 
growth will itself remove the need for 
migration, it must be recognized that the 
emerging global economic and social 
system is onein which population move- 
ments will continue to increase rather 
than decline. A comprehensive non- 
exodus approach, such as that advocated 
by the Intergovernmental Committee 
and its advisers, will be self-defeating. 

Global apartheid will collapse as surely 
as the South African version has done. In 
the postmodern world we must all learn 
to live with ethnocultural diversity, 
rapid social change and mass migration. 
There is no peaceful alternative.. 
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